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Mn this joyous occasion2 our celebration was
shared with different participants4 Sver 966
guests from overseas2 local institutions2
governmental departments and universities
joined us to have this spectacular event4 E series
of wonderful photos with our memories in the
past twenty years was presented before the
dinner4 Xhese photos included the Foard of
Kovernors 0FSK1 meetings2 our working
groups2 EWLVEI Rights2 Ghapter Vegional
;OAST TO THE GUESTS BY THE +HAPTER 7FFICERSn /OVERNORSn AND +OMMITTEE
Gonferences and some other functions jointly
+HAIRS ON STAGEp
organized with other societies4 Xhe dinner
started with a welcome speech by our president2 Qr4 Zincent Ghu4 Sur honourable guests2
Qr4 Vaymond [ong 3 HVG of EWLVEI Vegion \MMM2 Qs4 Warah I4 Oemp from Emerican Gonsulate
Keneral and Qr4 G4 S4 Wynn2 Ghairman of 86th Enniversary Gelebration Srganizing Gommittee
also delivered speeches and shared their
experience with us4 Fesides2 certificates were
presented to our gold2 silver and table sponsors
for their generous support and participation
during the dinner4 Mn addition2 entertainments
were provided in that evening4 Ell guests
participated pleasurably in a table prize game4
[ith harmonious musical instruments2 a folk
band performed many beautiful love3songs4
,ELEGATES AND GUESTS WERE ENCHANTED BY FOLK BAND THROUGHOUT THE
Wweet3sound music surrounded us throughout
DINNERp
the dinner4
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generations4 [e shared our laughs and tears in the last year at that night4

Hr4 Ghun3ying GLY2 has been elevated to the grade of Jellow at EWLVEI/s 8669 [inter

Qr4 Zincent X4 [4 Ghu2 our chapter president2 ringed a bell for the great event

Qeeting in Ghicago2 Mllinois on 8; Nanuary2 86694 Le obtained his ThH in Qechanical

before delivering his welcoming speech4 Xhe election of the nominating committee

Ingineering from Granfield Mnstitute of Xechnology2 Y4O4 in

was held4 Xhere were Hr4 Voger Ghu2 Qr4 Idward Xsui2

7?>94 Le is also the Jellow Qember of LOMI4

Qr4 Vocks Pi2 Qr4 Zictor ]iu and Qr4 Zicki Toon2 who have
2C9B26 ?SQR^ trruqrvp

[e expect that they will consolidate our great family

Lis interests include thermal insulation and solar3powered
air3conditioning system for which he had received the research

in the coming year4

5\y 4R_ RECEIVED THE FELLOWSHIP AWARD
lA PLAQUE WITH A MOUNTED MEDALLIONm FROM
5\y 5YXKVN 8y 4YVVS`O\w 2C9B26 @\O]SNOX^y

grants from WIVG0YO1 in 7?=? and the Groucher Joundation

presentation for the Uuality Wtudent Troject Gampaign
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Xhe 7?th of Jebruary 866: was a great day among EWLVEI members of different

Xhe most exciting part of the celebration was an award
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been contributing themselves to the EWLVEI family4

= : ? <

0LO1 in 7?>< respectively4 Lis research work had focused on
/ROUP PHOTO OF SPEAKERSn OFFICERSn /OVERNORSn
AND ORGANIZING COMMITTEEp

organised by the EWLVEI Long Oong Ghapter4 Xhis year2

the use of Wolar Inergy for hot water supply systems2
integration of solar power driven lithium bromide two3stage
absorption chiller4 Xhe system included three types of medium

the diamond award for degree programmes and for sub3

temperature solar collectors4 Vecently2 his career has centered

degree programmes went to Qiss Elita [4 ]4 Lo and Qr4 O4 R4 Xam2 respectively4

on designing the GEHH management software4

Edditionally2 the Vegional Xechnical Eward was given to Qr4 Elex [4 P4 Pi and Qr4

5\y 4R_ lON THE LEFTm AND ;KMYL HS_y

Oelvin [ong4 Xhese awards served as recognition of outstanding projects and research
work in the field of heating2

A|y HY_ RK`O aY\UON K] K WOMRKXSMKV OXQSXOO\ PY\ K VYXQ ^SWOy 5Y cY_ RK`O KXc

A*y HY_ KMMYWZVS]RON ]SQXSPSMKX^ ]_MMO]] YX LY^R ^RO KMKNOWSM KXN OXQSXOO\SXQ PSOVN]y

refrigerating and air3conditioning

]ZOMSKV KPPOM^SYX PY\ >OMRKXSMKV 6XQSXOO\SXQ1

GRK^ K\O cY_\ UOc] ^Y ^RS] ]_MMO]]1

engineering4

Qy father was a mechanic =6 years ago4 Et the beginning2 he

M believe M am quite fortunate4 Jew words are always kept at the

earned living by repairing the cinematographers for cinemas4 Xhen2

back of my mind 3 M have many good teachers and friends with

he worked as maintenance mechanic of rice3mill machines in Rew

me and they never leave me alone4444

Xhe end of our great celebration came
unconsciously4 Xhere were three great
ladies2 Qs4 Iagle Qo2 Qs4 Kambi Ghiang

;HE SPEAKERS >]y 6KQVO >Yw >]y 8KWLS 4RSKXQ AND
>]y 6_XSMO DYXQ l.ROM RIGHT TO LEFTmp

and Qs4 Iunice Xong2 who ended tonight/s celebration by sharing their experience

/ROUP PHOTO OF STUDENT HELPERSn :TUDENT ~CTIVITIES +HAIR >\y @KMY DKXQ AND
5EMBERSHIP 8ROMOTION +HAIR >\y 4y 7y GYXQp

Xerritories in Long Oong half century ago4 Le inspired me to get
into the field of Qechanical Ingineering4 Wo does my daughter444D

A+y GRK^ K\O ^RO \OK]YX] ^RK^ cY_ TYSX 2C9B261 4KX cY_ ]RK\O cY_\ POOVSXQ] KLY_^
^RS] LSQ PKWSVc aS^R _]1

in the field of engineering through their leisure talk 3 ,[omen in Wcience and

A}y HY_ aO\O aY\USXQ SX ^RO >OMRKXSMKV 6XQSXOO\SXQ 5OZK\^WOX^ SX ^RO 9YXQ <YXQ

Ingineering,4 Xheir experience provided us a picture of the challenges faced by

EWLVEI provides me a lot of knowledge through studies of monthly

@YVc^OMRXSM u^RO PY\WO\ YP DRO 9YXQ <YXQ @YVc^OMRXSM EXS`O\]S^cv PY\ WKXc cOK\]y

female engineers in three different generations4 [e were inspired by their braveness

journals and handbook each year4 Elso2 the Long Oong Ghapter/s

GRK^ K\O ^RO \OK]YX] ^RK^ cY_ NOMSNON ^Y \_X cY_\ YaX L_]SXO]]1

committee members are working together closely as a football

M had several years of LZEG contracting and industrial experience

team4

before M took up the teaching post at the Long Oong Tolytechnic

Xhey also promote EWLVEI businesses in Long Oong successfully

Yniversity 0then Long Oong Tolytechnic1 in 7?>94 Qy earlier working

every year2 say LZEG workshops2 short courses2 seminars2 forums2

experience pulled me back to the air3conditioning sector when

quality student project campaigns2 young members/ activities2

middle3aged career syndrome drew near in 7??;4

etc44 Mn fact2 Pate Hr4 Idwin Xao had stimulated us to make every

in joining the field of engineering2 which has long been dominated by men4
Xoday2 we are pleased to see the growth of our EWLVEI family4 [e are also glad to see that the field of engineering is open to accept
people of different age2 gender and with different personal backgrounds4 Mt is also a challenge for EWLVEI2 as an international organisation2
to promote the spirit of equality opportunity in the field of engineering over the world4
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A~y HY_ MYX^\SL_^ON ^Y ONS^SXQ OSQR^ LYYU] KLY_^ ^RO ^ROY\c YP KS\xMYXNS^SYXSXQ KXN
\OP\SQO\K^SYX aROX cY_ aO\O K VOM^_\O\ SX ^RO 9< @YVc^OMRXSMy DRO]O LYYU] K\O aOVVx

Xhe EWLVEI 866: [inter Qeeting was held on 8:38>th Nanuary at the Enaheim Gonvention
Genter2 Enaheim2 Galif44 Sur chapter members2 Hr4 G4]4 Ghu2 Qr4 Zincent Xse2 Qr4 [4O4
Tau and Qr4 Wpencer Po2 attended this meeting to exchange their views on the latest
development of EWLVEI with other Ghapters Sfficers4

UXYaX K] K 9F24sB LSLVO PY\ KVV OXQSXOO\]y GY_VN cY_ WSXN ]RK\SXQ cY_\ RKZZSXO]]

Sver 766 sessions took place4 Xhe technical program comprised <9 seminars 0presentations
on a central or related topic with no published papers12 77 symposia 0presentations with
papers on a central subject12 8: open3discussion fora2 one technical session 0paper
presentations12 a poster session and a public session4 << papers were presented in total4

professional ethics4 Tart of my duty was to avoid printing errors4

KXN ]KNXO]] aS^R _] N_\SXQ ^RO Z\OZK\K^SYX YP ^RO]O LYYU]1
Mt is my honor to be invited by Qr4 W4O4 [ang as text reviewer M
had to say that Qr4 [ang is a great author and maintains high
9EGION ?111 DINNER GATHERING IN ~NAHEIMp @\YPO]]Y\ GE H_KXaOS
WITH HIS WIFE lFROM *EIJINGn +HINAm AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM 0ONG
3ONGn 5ALAYSIAn :INGAPORE AND ;AIWAN +HAPTERSp

effort to carry on this unique culture which is gradually formed
and exists in the Ghapter4 Ell of these keep me associated with
EWLVEI for the past twenty3five years4
A,y HY_ RK`O NO`Y^ON K VY^ YP ^SWO KXN OPPY\^] ^Y ^RO MYWWS^^OO YP 2C9B26 9<
4RKZ^O\y GRK^ S] cY_\ WY^S`K^SYX PY\ ^RS]1
[e have to encourage our 9rd and :th generation to climb up the
ladder and offer young members to participate the works and
meetings with us in the Ghapter4 [e are definite to appreciate
their contributions and support student branches as well4
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Sver 766 sessions took place4 Xhe technical program comprised <9 seminars 0presentations
on a central or related topic with no published papers12 77 symposia 0presentations with
papers on a central subject12 8: open3discussion fora2 one technical session 0paper
presentations12 a poster session and a public session4 << papers were presented in total4

professional ethics4 Tart of my duty was to avoid printing errors4

KXN ]KNXO]] aS^R _] N_\SXQ ^RO Z\OZK\K^SYX YP ^RO]O LYYU]1
Mt is my honor to be invited by Qr4 W4O4 [ang as text reviewer M
had to say that Qr4 [ang is a great author and maintains high
9EGION ?111 DINNER GATHERING IN ~NAHEIMp @\YPO]]Y\ GE H_KXaOS
WITH HIS WIFE lFROM *EIJINGn +HINAm AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM 0ONG
3ONGn 5ALAYSIAn :INGAPORE AND ;AIWAN +HAPTERSp

effort to carry on this unique culture which is gradually formed
and exists in the Ghapter4 Ell of these keep me associated with
EWLVEI for the past twenty3five years4
A,y HY_ RK`O NO`Y^ON K VY^ YP ^SWO KXN OPPY\^] ^Y ^RO MYWWS^^OO YP 2C9B26 9<
4RKZ^O\y GRK^ S] cY_\ WY^S`K^SYX PY\ ^RS]1
[e have to encourage our 9rd and :th generation to climb up the
ladder and offer young members to participate the works and
meetings with us in the Ghapter4 [e are definite to appreciate
their contributions and support student branches as well4
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866: magazine and had published a colorful magazine for the
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Ghapter with the help from all committee members4 Jinally2 M thank

M was proud of taking up the Tresidency of EWLVEI Long Oong

all committee members in the past twenty years who have helped

Ghapter in Wociety year 7??:3?;4 M was made the Keneral Ghair of

me getting through all the works4

the 8nd Ghapter Vegional Gonference of Vegion \MMM 08nd Vegion

A.y HY_ K\O ]Y USXN KXN XSMO ^Y O`O\cYXO ^RK^ cY_ MKX TYSX KVV KQO Q\Y_Z] YP OXQSXOO\]y

\MMM GVG1 held on 8= . 8> Eugust2 7??? in Long Oong4

DRK^e] aRc aO MKX MKVV cY_ _]SXQ f49E I2:g u \[vy GY_VN cY_ ^OVV _] RYa ^Y

M am glad that M was elected as Vegional Zice Ghair 0Ghapter
Trograms1 of Vegion \MMM for 86673866:4 M have to attend EWLVEI
annual5winter meetings and present reports for all six chapters
in the region4
M was greatly impressed that M was chosen as Iditorial Gommittee

NO`OVYZ K ]_MMO]]P_VVc ]YMSKV VSPO1
Xhey called me ,GLY ^EM,4 Mt/s because when M joined the Long
Oong Ghapter as committee member in 7?>< as far as M remembered
that M was the youngest among them4
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Ghair for EWLVEI Long Oong Ghapter 86th Enniversary 7?>:3

4YX^\SL_^SXQ 7KM^Y\] ^Y ^RO 6XO\Qc 6PPSMSOX^ 3_SVNSXQ] SX 9<
,Rp 8HILIP +p 0p @Un 5EMBER ~:09~i*/-+v0u/{+*
Xo mark the fifth anniversary of the Long Oong Inergy Ifficiency Vegistration
Wcheme for Fuildings2 an experience3sharing seminar was held by the
government on 8< Rovember 8669 and was well attended by 8;6 people4
Eccording to the IQWH2 about 8- commercial buildings have been
successfully registered in ; yearsA and the energy savings from the Wcheme
are estimated to be some >; million LOH4
Mt is required to comply with four Fuilding Inergy Godes that specify

power consumption of the whole system is a dependant variable of the
chiller2 the tower2 the pump2 and the trade3off relationship among their
operation4 Xhe coldest entering condenser water temperature 0IG[X1 is
not always energy3saving whereas the optimum IG[X may vary with the
outdoor ambient conditions4 Jor chillers2 the available technology for better
energy efficiency may include selection of the right refrigerant for the right
applications2 full3load and part3load performance2 multi3chiller plant control2
etc4

minimum energy efficiency standards in lighting2 air3conditioning2 electrical

qzw o{yz/ owx-{yw-t*/ x+- /zw o{yz/ b,,}{ut/{+*.

and lift3escalator installations4 E new Terformance3based Fuilding Inergy

Mn

Gode was introduced in Epril 8669 to provide an alternative approach to
consumption as compared to the energy budget of a hypothetical building4

|

Jor a typical commercial building in Long Oong2 the energy consumption
of the mechanical ventilation and air3conditioning 0QZEG1 system accounts
for <6 to =6 percent of the total building energy use}A and majority of them
are using central plant4
Wince Nune 86662 the government is encouraging wider use of water3cooled
air3conditioning system 0[EGW1 to improve energy efficiency as well as
to save the environment4 Xhere are a lot of related consultation studies and
implementation pilot schemes undergoing4 Xhe territory3wide
implementation study report recommended two [EGW schemes@ Gooling
7SQy|0 ;RADE o OFF BETWEEN +HILLER AND +OOLING ;OWER

up to 86- and 9;- respectively4 Xhe cooling tower scheme2 for example2
will not only be saving energy but also reducing the carbon dioxide 0GS81
emission from electricity generation4 Xhe annual reduction of GS8 emission
per k[h electricity is estimated to be >962666 tons by 86862 which is
equivalent to 849:- of total GS8 emission of Long Oong in 86684~
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compliance to Qontreal Trotocol2 the GJG3based refrigerants have been
phased out in Long Oong since 7??<4 Xhe most commonly used alternative
refrigerants for large building air3conditioning applications LJG379:a and
LGJG3789 are allowed2 approved2 or endorsed for use by Invironment

Xhis may bring along with a paradigm shift because Long Oong has been

EustraliaA Invironment GanadaA the Napan Qinistry of Iconomy2 Xrade and

an air3cooling dominant market for years4 E water3cooled system can be

MndustryA the Napan Qinistry of the InvironmentA the Y4W4 Invironmental

different in many ways from the air3cooled system that many engineers

Trotection EgencyA and most other environment ministries worldwide4

have been using in Long Oong4 Sbviously2 a cooling tower is required for

Mn the Qainland2 the technical requirement of a qualified substitute to Szone

heat rejection instead of fin3and3tube air3cooled condenser coil4 Xhe extra

Hepleting Wubstance 0SHW1 is that the Szone Hepletion Totential 0SHT1

peripheral equipment may include cooling water pump2 water treatment

cannot be higher than 64774+ LGJG3789 has an SHT value of 6468 and LJG3

and water piping from cooling tower to chiller2 etc4 Wome design parameters

79:a is zeroA therefore2 both of them are qualified4 Lowever2 zero SHT does

are different2 such as wet bulb temperature of outdoor ambient is more

not necessarily mean RSX depleting the ozone layer4 Mt is because ]^\K^Y]ZRO\SM

important than dry bulb temperature4 Mn [EGW2 as illustrated by 7SQy|2 the

MYYVSXQ caused by the green house gas 0KLK2 e4g4 GS8 and LJG379:a1 has the
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K[T does not necessarily mean RSX global warming4 En inefficient
refrigerant or equipment consumes more energy to operate2 which causes
the power plant to generate more and therefore more carbon dioxide is
released to the atmosphere as a result4 Xhis indirect effect has been taken
into account by the DY^KV 6[_S`KVOX^ [arming Mmpact 0XI[M1 analysis which
makes use of K[T for refrigerants relative to GS8 published by the
Mntergovernmental Tanel on Glimate Ghange 0MTGG1 and is calculated by@
PLK2 3 D Q @JNN Q

where m is the mass of
refrigerant in the
equipment2 kgA rec is the
fraction of refrigerant
charge recoveredA P is the
annual
loss
or
consumption
of
refrigerant2 kg5yearA R is
equipment lifetime2 yearsA
7SQy *{ ;->1 FOR CHILLERS IN ~TLANTA
Iann is the annual energy
use2 k[h5yearA and is the
GS8 emissions corresponding to every k[h of energy produced2 kgGS85k[h4
7SQy* shows an example in the YWE4- Sbviously2 the indirect warming effect
outweighed the direct warming effort4 Jor a typical 9;63ton chiller over
763year operation2 766- reduction of the direct effect 0i4e4 zero emission1
means 8 percent improvement in XI[M while 76- increase in GST 0coefficient
of performance1 value can bring along = percent better XI[M4
Xoday2 LGJG3789 chiller technology can achieve the highest energy efficiency
with the lowest emission and the refrigerant itself has the shortest
atmospheric life as showed in Xable 74 Ynfortunately2 this type of chiller
is not accepted by the government and some consulting firms who might
only care about zero SHT4 Xhe next best technology is LJG379:a but the
opportunity cost is ; to 86 percent lower efficiency4 Mf Long Oong is shifting
from air3cooling dominance to water3cooled2 such efficiency loss could be
translated to an environmental cost of the annual power plant emission@
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nearly ?2;;6 billion grams of GS8
over >6 billion grams of WS8
over 9: billion grams of RSx
which is equivalent to@
removing over 84; million cars from the road
planting nearly <66 million trees each year

qzw f0}}^}+tv t*v nt-/^}+tv nw-x+-~t*uw
Xhe full3load performance of air3conditioning equipment is commonly
measured by GST2 IIV 0energy efficiency ratio1 or k[ per ton4 Vaising the
standard of full load efficiency reduces the demand for electricityA otherwise2
the government ought to pay even higher price for more power plants that
may become an obstacle to industry and economic development4 Mn the
YWE for example2 this is a mandatory requirement in the energy standard4.
DKLVO } showed the minimum efficiency requirement in the latest energy
code of Long Oong2 Whanghai and YWE4 Long Oong and YWE are based on
similar rating conditions but Whanghai has higher entering condenser water
temperature and higher fouling factor4 Xherefore2 Whanghai standard is
DKLVO }{ +OMPARISON OF +HILLER -FFICIENCY 9EQUIREMENTS
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the Wcheme compliance2 which focuses on the building s total energy

Xower and Histrict Gooling2 which would be saving the end3use electricity

perverse effect of accelerating the natural depletion of ozone layer2
according to [illiam Vandel2 an atmospheric scientist and a lead author of
the Ynited Rations Invironment Trogram s Wcientific Essessment of Szone
Hepletion@ 86684, Mnternationally2 particularly in Iurope2 the Klobal [arming
Totential 0K[T1 is equally important when assessing the environmental
impact4 DKLVO | shows that LJG379:a has significantly higher K[T value than
LGJG37894 Xhis implies that the technology to contain the refrigerant within
the chiller without leakage is very important4 Mn other words2 low3pressure
0e4g4 V7891 machine is relatively preferred to high3pressure 0e4g4 V:76E1
machineA and hermetic type compressor is better than open type4 Xhe best
available chiller today can achieve a near zero refrigerant leakage or emission
less than 64;- charge per year4 Egain2 absolute zero emission or even zero
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:HANGHAI :TANDARD OF -NERGY -FFICIENCY FOR 8UBLIC *UILDINGS trru
~6:1 q ~:09~- q 1-:6~ :TANDARD zrpsotrrs{ -NERGY :TANDARD FOR *UILDINGS EXCEPT 4OWo9ISE 9ESIDENTIAL
*UILDINGSp

indeed higher than Long Oong though the numbers shown are very close4
Mn general2 a building energy standard is required to define the minimum
performance levels that can be met by the majority or =; percent of the
buildings in the market while green buildings must achieve increasing levels
of energy performance beyond the minimum requirements2 which typically
accounts for the top 8; percent in the market4 Xhe Y4W4 Kreen Fuilding
Gouncil2 a building industry coalition2 introduced a green building rating
system in 8666 for developing high3performance2 sustainable buildings4
Rearly 9- 0? million m81 of all new commercial construction projects in the
Y4W4 have been registered in 9 years2 but only =; projects were certified4
Xo receive one point for the energy credit requires that energy cost for
regulated loads is at least 7;- lower than the energy cost budget method
as defined in the EWLVEI ?6474 Xo get maximum 76 points2 the building must
be <6- more energy efficient4
Xhe part3load performance is commonly described by WIIV 0seasonal energy
efficiency ratio1 for smaller or unitary equipment while the MTPZ 0integrated
part3load value at standard EVM conditions1 or RTPZ 0non3standard part3
load value1 are widely used for large equipment like chillers by the LZEG
industry4

BECH OP DECH ; 6567< 3 6598= 3 659:> 3 6578?
where E2 F2 G2 H are the energy efficiency at the corresponding chiller
loading of 766- at >;oJ 08?4:oG1 condenser water temperature2 =;- at
=;oJ 0894?oG12 ;6- at <;oJ 07>49oG1 2 8;- at <;oJ 07>49oG1 respectivelyA and
the coefficients are weighting factors of the corresponding part3load
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866: magazine and had published a colorful magazine for the
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Ghapter with the help from all committee members4 Jinally2 M thank

M was proud of taking up the Tresidency of EWLVEI Long Oong

all committee members in the past twenty years who have helped

Ghapter in Wociety year 7??:3?;4 M was made the Keneral Ghair of

me getting through all the works4

the 8nd Ghapter Vegional Gonference of Vegion \MMM 08nd Vegion
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\MMM GVG1 held on 8= . 8> Eugust2 7??? in Long Oong4
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M am glad that M was elected as Vegional Zice Ghair 0Ghapter
Trograms1 of Vegion \MMM for 86673866:4 M have to attend EWLVEI
annual5winter meetings and present reports for all six chapters
in the region4
M was greatly impressed that M was chosen as Iditorial Gommittee

NO`OVYZ K ]_MMO]]P_VVc ]YMSKV VSPO1
Xhey called me ,GLY ^EM,4 Mt/s because when M joined the Long
Oong Ghapter as committee member in 7?>< as far as M remembered
that M was the youngest among them4
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Ghair for EWLVEI Long Oong Ghapter 86th Enniversary 7?>:3
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Xo mark the fifth anniversary of the Long Oong Inergy Ifficiency Vegistration
Wcheme for Fuildings2 an experience3sharing seminar was held by the
government on 8< Rovember 8669 and was well attended by 8;6 people4
Eccording to the IQWH2 about 8- commercial buildings have been
successfully registered in ; yearsA and the energy savings from the Wcheme
are estimated to be some >; million LOH4
Mt is required to comply with four Fuilding Inergy Godes that specify

power consumption of the whole system is a dependant variable of the
chiller2 the tower2 the pump2 and the trade3off relationship among their
operation4 Xhe coldest entering condenser water temperature 0IG[X1 is
not always energy3saving whereas the optimum IG[X may vary with the
outdoor ambient conditions4 Jor chillers2 the available technology for better
energy efficiency may include selection of the right refrigerant for the right
applications2 full3load and part3load performance2 multi3chiller plant control2
etc4

minimum energy efficiency standards in lighting2 air3conditioning2 electrical

qzw o{yz/ owx-{yw-t*/ x+- /zw o{yz/ b,,}{ut/{+*.

and lift3escalator installations4 E new Terformance3based Fuilding Inergy

Mn

Gode was introduced in Epril 8669 to provide an alternative approach to
consumption as compared to the energy budget of a hypothetical building4

|

Jor a typical commercial building in Long Oong2 the energy consumption
of the mechanical ventilation and air3conditioning 0QZEG1 system accounts
for <6 to =6 percent of the total building energy use}A and majority of them
are using central plant4
Wince Nune 86662 the government is encouraging wider use of water3cooled
air3conditioning system 0[EGW1 to improve energy efficiency as well as
to save the environment4 Xhere are a lot of related consultation studies and
implementation pilot schemes undergoing4 Xhe territory3wide
implementation study report recommended two [EGW schemes@ Gooling
7SQy|0 ;RADE o OFF BETWEEN +HILLER AND +OOLING ;OWER

up to 86- and 9;- respectively4 Xhe cooling tower scheme2 for example2
will not only be saving energy but also reducing the carbon dioxide 0GS81
emission from electricity generation4 Xhe annual reduction of GS8 emission
per k[h electricity is estimated to be >962666 tons by 86862 which is
equivalent to 849:- of total GS8 emission of Long Oong in 86684~
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compliance to Qontreal Trotocol2 the GJG3based refrigerants have been
phased out in Long Oong since 7??<4 Xhe most commonly used alternative
refrigerants for large building air3conditioning applications LJG379:a and
LGJG3789 are allowed2 approved2 or endorsed for use by Invironment

Xhis may bring along with a paradigm shift because Long Oong has been

EustraliaA Invironment GanadaA the Napan Qinistry of Iconomy2 Xrade and

an air3cooling dominant market for years4 E water3cooled system can be

MndustryA the Napan Qinistry of the InvironmentA the Y4W4 Invironmental

different in many ways from the air3cooled system that many engineers

Trotection EgencyA and most other environment ministries worldwide4

have been using in Long Oong4 Sbviously2 a cooling tower is required for

Mn the Qainland2 the technical requirement of a qualified substitute to Szone

heat rejection instead of fin3and3tube air3cooled condenser coil4 Xhe extra

Hepleting Wubstance 0SHW1 is that the Szone Hepletion Totential 0SHT1

peripheral equipment may include cooling water pump2 water treatment

cannot be higher than 64774+ LGJG3789 has an SHT value of 6468 and LJG3

and water piping from cooling tower to chiller2 etc4 Wome design parameters

79:a is zeroA therefore2 both of them are qualified4 Lowever2 zero SHT does

are different2 such as wet bulb temperature of outdoor ambient is more

not necessarily mean RSX depleting the ozone layer4 Mt is because ]^\K^Y]ZRO\SM

important than dry bulb temperature4 Mn [EGW2 as illustrated by 7SQy|2 the

MYYVSXQ caused by the green house gas 0KLK2 e4g4 GS8 and LJG379:a1 has the
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K[T does not necessarily mean RSX global warming4 En inefficient
refrigerant or equipment consumes more energy to operate2 which causes
the power plant to generate more and therefore more carbon dioxide is
released to the atmosphere as a result4 Xhis indirect effect has been taken
into account by the DY^KV 6[_S`KVOX^ [arming Mmpact 0XI[M1 analysis which
makes use of K[T for refrigerants relative to GS8 published by the
Mntergovernmental Tanel on Glimate Ghange 0MTGG1 and is calculated by@
PLK2 3 D Q @JNN Q

where m is the mass of
refrigerant in the
equipment2 kgA rec is the
fraction of refrigerant
charge recoveredA P is the
annual
loss
or
consumption
of
refrigerant2 kg5yearA R is
equipment lifetime2 yearsA
7SQy *{ ;->1 FOR CHILLERS IN ~TLANTA
Iann is the annual energy
use2 k[h5yearA and is the
GS8 emissions corresponding to every k[h of energy produced2 kgGS85k[h4
7SQy* shows an example in the YWE4- Sbviously2 the indirect warming effect
outweighed the direct warming effort4 Jor a typical 9;63ton chiller over
763year operation2 766- reduction of the direct effect 0i4e4 zero emission1
means 8 percent improvement in XI[M while 76- increase in GST 0coefficient
of performance1 value can bring along = percent better XI[M4
Xoday2 LGJG3789 chiller technology can achieve the highest energy efficiency
with the lowest emission and the refrigerant itself has the shortest
atmospheric life as showed in Xable 74 Ynfortunately2 this type of chiller
is not accepted by the government and some consulting firms who might
only care about zero SHT4 Xhe next best technology is LJG379:a but the
opportunity cost is ; to 86 percent lower efficiency4 Mf Long Oong is shifting
from air3cooling dominance to water3cooled2 such efficiency loss could be
translated to an environmental cost of the annual power plant emission@
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nearly ?2;;6 billion grams of GS8
over >6 billion grams of WS8
over 9: billion grams of RSx
which is equivalent to@
removing over 84; million cars from the road
planting nearly <66 million trees each year

qzw f0}}^}+tv t*v nt-/^}+tv nw-x+-~t*uw
Xhe full3load performance of air3conditioning equipment is commonly
measured by GST2 IIV 0energy efficiency ratio1 or k[ per ton4 Vaising the
standard of full load efficiency reduces the demand for electricityA otherwise2
the government ought to pay even higher price for more power plants that
may become an obstacle to industry and economic development4 Mn the
YWE for example2 this is a mandatory requirement in the energy standard4.
DKLVO } showed the minimum efficiency requirement in the latest energy
code of Long Oong2 Whanghai and YWE4 Long Oong and YWE are based on
similar rating conditions but Whanghai has higher entering condenser water
temperature and higher fouling factor4 Xherefore2 Whanghai standard is
DKLVO }{ +OMPARISON OF +HILLER -FFICIENCY 9EQUIREMENTS
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the Wcheme compliance2 which focuses on the building s total energy

Xower and Histrict Gooling2 which would be saving the end3use electricity

perverse effect of accelerating the natural depletion of ozone layer2
according to [illiam Vandel2 an atmospheric scientist and a lead author of
the Ynited Rations Invironment Trogram s Wcientific Essessment of Szone
Hepletion@ 86684, Mnternationally2 particularly in Iurope2 the Klobal [arming
Totential 0K[T1 is equally important when assessing the environmental
impact4 DKLVO | shows that LJG379:a has significantly higher K[T value than
LGJG37894 Xhis implies that the technology to contain the refrigerant within
the chiller without leakage is very important4 Mn other words2 low3pressure
0e4g4 V7891 machine is relatively preferred to high3pressure 0e4g4 V:76E1
machineA and hermetic type compressor is better than open type4 Xhe best
available chiller today can achieve a near zero refrigerant leakage or emission
less than 64;- charge per year4 Egain2 absolute zero emission or even zero
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indeed higher than Long Oong though the numbers shown are very close4
Mn general2 a building energy standard is required to define the minimum
performance levels that can be met by the majority or =; percent of the
buildings in the market while green buildings must achieve increasing levels
of energy performance beyond the minimum requirements2 which typically
accounts for the top 8; percent in the market4 Xhe Y4W4 Kreen Fuilding
Gouncil2 a building industry coalition2 introduced a green building rating
system in 8666 for developing high3performance2 sustainable buildings4
Rearly 9- 0? million m81 of all new commercial construction projects in the
Y4W4 have been registered in 9 years2 but only =; projects were certified4
Xo receive one point for the energy credit requires that energy cost for
regulated loads is at least 7;- lower than the energy cost budget method
as defined in the EWLVEI ?6474 Xo get maximum 76 points2 the building must
be <6- more energy efficient4
Xhe part3load performance is commonly described by WIIV 0seasonal energy
efficiency ratio1 for smaller or unitary equipment while the MTPZ 0integrated
part3load value at standard EVM conditions1 or RTPZ 0non3standard part3
load value1 are widely used for large equipment like chillers by the LZEG
industry4

BECH OP DECH ; 6567< 3 6598= 3 659:> 3 6578?
where E2 F2 G2 H are the energy efficiency at the corresponding chiller
loading of 766- at >;oJ 08?4:oG1 condenser water temperature2 =;- at
=;oJ 0894?oG12 ;6- at <;oJ 07>49oG1 2 8;- at <;oJ 07>49oG1 respectivelyA and
the coefficients are weighting factors of the corresponding part3load
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operation4 / Tarticularly pointed out by the Eir3
d+*u}0.{+*.
conditioning and Vefrigeration Mnstitute 0EVM12 the
Xhe Long Oong government is making effort to promote
equation was derived for a single chiller installation
water3cooled air3conditioning system as a major
and was based on an average part3load operationA but
contributing factor to energy efficient buildings2
individual chillers operating with multiple chiller systems
especially the commercial buildings using central plant4
are more heavily loaded than single chillers within single
Ghiller technology associated with the selection of
|{
chiller systems4 Mn most of the building projects2 a
refrigerant is critical to improvement of the building
high value of MTPZ5RTPZ does not imply more energy
energy efficiency4 LGJG3789 technology provides the
savings because over >6 percent of the chillers are
lAm SINGLE CHILLER srrj
highest efficiency for centrifugal chillers with the lowest
installed in multi3chiller plants4 7SQy+ shows how the
annual emission rate4 Xhe refrigerant2 which has the
chiller loading is affected by the number of chillers in
shortest atmospheric life2 very low K[T2 very low SHT
the plant4 Xhe more chillers there are in a plant2 the
shall not be undermined4 Xhe recent scientific studies
more operation is near full3loadA and the individual
for Qontreal Trotocol recommended a phase3out
chiller load profile bears little resemblance to the system
exemption for LGJG37894|} Names Q4 Galm2 one of the
load profile4 Fesides2 the MTPZ5RTPZ rating is a function
scientific members of drafting the Qontreal Trotocol2
of the entering condenser3water temperature 0IG[X1
mentioned at a recent EWLVEI seminar that it was an
relief schedule based on the interpretation of cataloged
easy but wrong decision to phase3out all LGJGs
cooling3tower performance at part load given the
lBm TWO CHILLERS wrj q wrj
including some good ones like LGJG3789A and he believes
average weather data of 8? cities 0in YWE14 Lowever2
it will be the long3term alternative refrigerant for
neither MTPZ nor RTPZ takes into account different
centrifugal chillers4|~ Xhe environmental policy shall
locations that may have very different condenser3water
be based on a well balance approach taking into account
temperatures4 Mn fact2 once installed2 the chilled water
all three aspects of ozone depletion2 global warming
system s energy consumption is determined by the
and energy efficiency 0i4e4 indirect effect14 XI[M analysis
tradeoff between chiller2 tower and pump power as
is one of the commonly used tools for assessment of
shown in Jig474 Et many part3load conditions2 the coldest
total environmental impact4
water temperature possible does not result in optimal
||
system operation4 Poad2 ambient conditions and the
Xhe minimum energy efficiency requirement for chillers
lCm u CHILLERS uuj q uuj q uuj
part3load operating characteristics of the chiller and
in Long Oong appears to be the lowest as compared
7SQy +0 +HILLER LOAD PROFILE OF A TYPICAL MULTIoCHILLER PLANTp
tower will ultimately determined the optimum IG[X
to Whanghai and the YWE4 Xhe government may consider
for a given installation4 Xherefore2 the MTPZ5RTPZ may
to raise the standard in matching with the available
be good for comparison among different individual equipment under
technology4 Es mandatory requirement in building energy standard2 the
consistent test conditions but would not be a good yardstick for evaluating
equipment full3load performance is far more important than part3load
energy performance2 and could be misleading if it is being specified in
performance4 EVM s MTPZ5RTPZ rating is an indication of the average par3
energy standard4 Fecause of the minimal weighting 064671 of full3load2 some
load performance of a single chiller installation and should not be used for
chillers with a good MTPZ have very poor full3load efficiency4 Xhese chillers
evaluating the energy performance of multi3chiller plants4 Mnstead2 EVM
may be using variable speed devices that may degrade the full3load
encourages the use of comprehensive analysis tools such as HSI38 and
performance indeed 0see Xable 9 for typical example14
XVEGI to calculate the overall chiller plant system efficiency4
Xo successfully optimize the performance of a multi3chiller plant and deliver
the greatest possible energy cost savings2 the designer must account for
these facts@
Zariables other than the dry bulb temperature of outdoor air for example
humidity2 solar loads and operation schedules greatly affect cooling
loads in commercial and industrial applications4
Wystem loads and individual chiller loads in multi3chiller plants are distinctly
different4
Ghanging loads affect cooling3tower operation and entering3condenser
water temperatures4
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EVM encourages the use of comprehensive analysis tools that reflects the
actual weather data2 building load profile2 number of chillers in use2
operational hours2 and energy drawn by auxiliaries such as pumps and cooling
towers2 when calculating the overall chiller plant system efficiency4 [ith
advancement of personal computers2 there are many choice of the software
packages for comprehensive analysis and building modeling4 Jor instance2
Xrace <665=662 HSI38 and FPEWX are well recognized by EWLVEI Wtandard
?647 as well as the Terformance3based Fuilding Inergy Gode of Long Oong
WEV4
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Sn 7:th Nanuary 866:2 the ]oung Qember Gommittees 0]QG1 of three
different professional societies including EWLVEI 3 LOG2 GMFWI 3 LOF and
LOMI had jointly organized a gathering at Glub Louse2 Paguna Gity Thase74
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;HE TECHNICAL
WORKSHOP WAS VERY
WELL ATTENDEDp

Xhe major purpose of this gathering was to enhance our communication
among ]QG members4 Mn order to well organize this event2 an organization
committee was formed among three ]QGs to prepare games2 foods .
beverages and gifts4
Qore than 96 persons participated in this gathering4 Xhe theme of
gathering was ,Fack to Wchool,4
Iverybody had to wear his5her
school uniform at that night4
[e jumped for not only joy
in this event2 but also had a
chance to work with various
]QG members2 we believed
we have gained valuable and
unforgettable experience4
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Sn 87st Jebruary 866:2 :6 members of EWLVEI and FWSQIW visited the
Finary Mce Wystem installed in Pei ]u Qun 0P]Q1 Loliday Gamp4
Fefore the visit2 Hr4 Erthur [ong2 Xraining Qanager of IQWH and Qr4
Jrankie Pai of IQWH gave a short presentation on the background of the
system and on their technical visit
of the system in Kermany and
Ingland4 Xhe presentation was
finished with a fruitful U.E
session4
Et Pei ]u Qan Loliday Gamp2 the
binary ice system consisted of an
icemaker2 an ice pump2 an agitator
:PEAKERS 5\y 2\^R_\ GYXQ AND >\y 7\KXUSO =KS
GAVE A SHORT PRESENTATION ON THE BACKGROUND OF THE
and an ice concentration meter
SYSTEMp
etc4 Mt was used to provide ice
slurry to the JGYs at the Tatron and Wtaff Ganteen with a total area of
;7: m84 Tarticipants were provided with a chance to feel and inspect a
bucket of ice slurry taken from the slurry ice tank4
Sn behalf of all participants2 M would like to express my gratitude to the
representatives of IQWH for their kind assistance in arranging this visit4

Xechnical Weminar@ Mntroduction to Lygienic Wtandard for
Zentilation and Eir3conditioning Wystem 0+y||y}{{~1

:PEAKER ANSWERING
QUESTIONS FROM THE
FLOORp

>\y FSXMOX^ 4R_n +HAPTER 8RESIDENTn
PRESENTED A SOUVENIOR TO THE SPEAKER
>\y ;KWO] >y 4KVW TO THANK FOR HIS
PRESENTATIONp
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Xhe Long Oong government is making effort to promote
equation was derived for a single chiller installation
water3cooled air3conditioning system as a major
and was based on an average part3load operationA but
contributing factor to energy efficient buildings2
individual chillers operating with multiple chiller systems
especially the commercial buildings using central plant4
are more heavily loaded than single chillers within single
Ghiller technology associated with the selection of
|{
chiller systems4 Mn most of the building projects2 a
refrigerant is critical to improvement of the building
high value of MTPZ5RTPZ does not imply more energy
energy efficiency4 LGJG3789 technology provides the
savings because over >6 percent of the chillers are
lAm SINGLE CHILLER srrj
highest efficiency for centrifugal chillers with the lowest
installed in multi3chiller plants4 7SQy+ shows how the
annual emission rate4 Xhe refrigerant2 which has the
chiller loading is affected by the number of chillers in
shortest atmospheric life2 very low K[T2 very low SHT
the plant4 Xhe more chillers there are in a plant2 the
shall not be undermined4 Xhe recent scientific studies
more operation is near full3loadA and the individual
for Qontreal Trotocol recommended a phase3out
chiller load profile bears little resemblance to the system
exemption for LGJG37894|} Names Q4 Galm2 one of the
load profile4 Fesides2 the MTPZ5RTPZ rating is a function
scientific members of drafting the Qontreal Trotocol2
of the entering condenser3water temperature 0IG[X1
mentioned at a recent EWLVEI seminar that it was an
relief schedule based on the interpretation of cataloged
easy but wrong decision to phase3out all LGJGs
cooling3tower performance at part load given the
lBm TWO CHILLERS wrj q wrj
including some good ones like LGJG3789A and he believes
average weather data of 8? cities 0in YWE14 Lowever2
it will be the long3term alternative refrigerant for
neither MTPZ nor RTPZ takes into account different
centrifugal chillers4|~ Xhe environmental policy shall
locations that may have very different condenser3water
be based on a well balance approach taking into account
temperatures4 Mn fact2 once installed2 the chilled water
all three aspects of ozone depletion2 global warming
system s energy consumption is determined by the
and energy efficiency 0i4e4 indirect effect14 XI[M analysis
tradeoff between chiller2 tower and pump power as
is one of the commonly used tools for assessment of
shown in Jig474 Et many part3load conditions2 the coldest
total environmental impact4
water temperature possible does not result in optimal
||
system operation4 Poad2 ambient conditions and the
Xhe minimum energy efficiency requirement for chillers
lCm u CHILLERS uuj q uuj q uuj
part3load operating characteristics of the chiller and
in Long Oong appears to be the lowest as compared
7SQy +0 +HILLER LOAD PROFILE OF A TYPICAL MULTIoCHILLER PLANTp
tower will ultimately determined the optimum IG[X
to Whanghai and the YWE4 Xhe government may consider
for a given installation4 Xherefore2 the MTPZ5RTPZ may
to raise the standard in matching with the available
be good for comparison among different individual equipment under
technology4 Es mandatory requirement in building energy standard2 the
consistent test conditions but would not be a good yardstick for evaluating
equipment full3load performance is far more important than part3load
energy performance2 and could be misleading if it is being specified in
performance4 EVM s MTPZ5RTPZ rating is an indication of the average par3
energy standard4 Fecause of the minimal weighting 064671 of full3load2 some
load performance of a single chiller installation and should not be used for
chillers with a good MTPZ have very poor full3load efficiency4 Xhese chillers
evaluating the energy performance of multi3chiller plants4 Mnstead2 EVM
may be using variable speed devices that may degrade the full3load
encourages the use of comprehensive analysis tools such as HSI38 and
performance indeed 0see Xable 9 for typical example14
XVEGI to calculate the overall chiller plant system efficiency4
Xo successfully optimize the performance of a multi3chiller plant and deliver
the greatest possible energy cost savings2 the designer must account for
these facts@
Zariables other than the dry bulb temperature of outdoor air for example
humidity2 solar loads and operation schedules greatly affect cooling
loads in commercial and industrial applications4
Wystem loads and individual chiller loads in multi3chiller plants are distinctly
different4
Ghanging loads affect cooling3tower operation and entering3condenser
water temperatures4
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EVM encourages the use of comprehensive analysis tools that reflects the
actual weather data2 building load profile2 number of chillers in use2
operational hours2 and energy drawn by auxiliaries such as pumps and cooling
towers2 when calculating the overall chiller plant system efficiency4 [ith
advancement of personal computers2 there are many choice of the software
packages for comprehensive analysis and building modeling4 Jor instance2
Xrace <665=662 HSI38 and FPEWX are well recognized by EWLVEI Wtandard
?647 as well as the Terformance3based Fuilding Inergy Gode of Long Oong
WEV4
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etc4 Mt was used to provide ice
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;7: m84 Tarticipants were provided with a chance to feel and inspect a
bucket of ice slurry taken from the slurry ice tank4
Sn behalf of all participants2 M would like to express my gratitude to the
representatives of IQWH for their kind assistance in arranging this visit4
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Mn this joyous occasion2 our celebration was
shared with different participants4 Sver 966
guests from overseas2 local institutions2
governmental departments and universities
joined us to have this spectacular event4 E series
of wonderful photos with our memories in the
past twenty years was presented before the
dinner4 Xhese photos included the Foard of
Kovernors 0FSK1 meetings2 our working
groups2 EWLVEI Rights2 Ghapter Vegional
;OAST TO THE GUESTS BY THE +HAPTER 7FFICERSn /OVERNORSn AND +OMMITTEE
Gonferences and some other functions jointly
+HAIRS ON STAGEp
organized with other societies4 Xhe dinner
started with a welcome speech by our president2 Qr4 Zincent Ghu4 Sur honourable guests2
Qr4 Vaymond [ong 3 HVG of EWLVEI Vegion \MMM2 Qs4 Warah I4 Oemp from Emerican Gonsulate
Keneral and Qr4 G4 S4 Wynn2 Ghairman of 86th Enniversary Gelebration Srganizing Gommittee
also delivered speeches and shared their
experience with us4 Fesides2 certificates were
presented to our gold2 silver and table sponsors
for their generous support and participation
during the dinner4 Mn addition2 entertainments
were provided in that evening4 Ell guests
participated pleasurably in a table prize game4
[ith harmonious musical instruments2 a folk
band performed many beautiful love3songs4
,ELEGATES AND GUESTS WERE ENCHANTED BY FOLK BAND THROUGHOUT THE
Wweet3sound music surrounded us throughout
DINNERp
the dinner4
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